
z3nith'22

Futurz Club of Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute (AFGJI), Subroto Park
hosted its 11th Annual Inter-School IT event, titled Z3NITH’22 which

witnessed a participation of over 650 students from around 70 schools
present all across the nation. 

The theme for this year, ‘Dawn: Age of Existence’ was a nod to
technology’s duality, and how it resumed a binary, yet paradoxical role

of being futuristic yet historic.

What IT is now has been built on what came
before so it's about time we went back to its
roots, to its moment of creation, to its
moment of existence, to its DAWN.

~ Z3NITH Organising Committee

 Z3NITH'22 | LET THERE BE DAWN



6. Cafe News-Latte : An event where aspiring designers put their skills and
unpaid internships to the test and design a clean, green and probably seen
newsletter.
 
7. Sk:EaT : Teams are pitted against one another to get the most laughs
while representing crucial and undiscussed aspects of life.

8. Race to Ace : The Flagship Gaming Event which not only tested a team’s
skills and coordination but also their knowledge and experience with a
quiz to match the gameplay

The event hosted a diverse selection of 8 events, showcasing talents
of future tech pioneers to gamers, YouTubers to comedians and
designers to memers:

1. HackX. CodeX. BuildX. : A Hackathon where students shed sweat, coffee
and sometimes tears to think of our future, make a prototype and pitch a
solution to the given problem statements.

2. Cicada 3311 : The Cryptic Hunt which saw students journeying across the
internet in search of answers to the most bizarre and never before seen
cryptics.

3. Snacktaurant.docx : The creative young minds from classes 3-5 put on
their chef’s hat to try and make the most appealing and mouth watering
restaurant menu.

4. Meme Tank : A race to make the dankest, funniest and totally not stolen
pieces of media to try and invoke a humorous response aka Memes.

5. Clip-It : It's time to dive into your favourite movies and shows to re-
experience their best moments all over again.

The closing ceremony was held online on 8th August, at 6:30PM IST
wherein the results of all the events were declared.

The prestigious Z3NITH Cup was won by
 Delhi Public School, Sector-45, Gurgaon 

*Click the underlined text to view the closing ceremony

The closing ceremony
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https://youtu.be/f3bdblzAx6I

